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Context for consultation
The County Council is required by law to deliver a balanced budget – it cannot plan to spend more money than is available. However,
increasing demand for core public services and the absence of a multi-year funding settlement from the Government means that it
continues to face a budget shortfall of at least £80 million over the next two years (2022/23 and 2023/24). Further decisions will have
to be made about what the County Council can and cannot provide.
The 2021 Serving Hampshire - Balancing the Budget consultation was designed to give Hampshire residents and stakeholders the
opportunity to have their say about ways to balance the County Council’s budget. It sought views on several high-level options that
could contribute towards balancing the revenue budget, and any alternatives not yet considered – as well as the potential impact of
these approaches.
The options included in the consultation were:
•
•
•
•

Reducing and changing services*;
Introducing and increasing charges for some services;
Lobbying central Government for legislative change;
Generating additional income;

•
•
•

Using the County Council’s reserves;
Increasing Council Tax; and
Changing local government arrangements in Hampshire.

*Illustrative examples of possible ways that the County Council could reduce or change the level of service currently provided, in order to sustain future services, were provided
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Methodology
• The consultation ran from 07 June to 18 July 2021 and was widely promoted through a range of online and offline channels.
• Information Packs and Response Forms were made available both digitally and in hard copy in standard and Easy Read formats, with
other formats available on request. Unstructured responses could be submitted via email, letter or as comments on social media.
• The consultation received 2,027 responses – 1,931 via the consultation Response Forms and 96 as unstructured responses via
email/ letter (44) or social media (52).
• Of the responses submitted via the consultation Response Forms, 1,878 were from individuals and 21 from democratically elected
representatives. Including the unstructured responses, 41 groups, organisations or businesses responded.
• The views submitted through this consultation were shared directly with departments across the County Council to inform
discussions at Executive Member, Select Committee, Cabinet and Council budget proposal meetings during 2021 - and shape the
overall approach to balancing the budget from 2022-2024. Any resulting changes to specific services may be subject to further,
more detailed consultation.
• This presentation offers insight into key findings and is supported by a summary report providing comparative demographic analysis
for key groups and an appendix of data tables.
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Findings summary – proposed options
•

Agreement that the County Council should carry on with its financial strategy now stands at 45%, compared with 52% in 2019, and
65% in 2017.

•

The data suggests that respondents are concerned about the implications of further service changes and charges and increasingly
feel that the solution lies with national Government.

•

Both data and verbatim comments indicate that respondents want the County Council to lobby national Government for further
funding and to allow additional charging in a number of areas – the exceptions being HWRC charging and a 25% per journey fare
for concessionary travel.

•

A clear majority of respondents (63%) agreed that the County Council should explore further the possibility of changing local
government arrangements for Hampshire.

•

No majority view was achieved for any of the other proposals, but the weight of opinion veered slightly towards agreement with the
position that reserves should not be used (48%) and that existing service charges could be raised (45%); and towards
disagreement with introducing new service charges (47%) and reducing or changing services (49%).

•

A slight majority of respondents (52%) preferred that County Council raise Council Tax by less than 3.99% - particularly those in
band A-C households

•

On balance, respondents preferred approach to balancing the budget was for the County Council to generate additional income or
lobby central Government for legislative change. All other options were preferred to seeing existing services changed or reduced.
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Findings summary – respondent verbatim
•

Suggestions for income generation most commonly related to charges that the County Council could apply. There was also
frequent mention of changes to how Council Tax is collected, delivering efficiencies in Council services, ways that the Council
could save costs to its operational budget, and suggestions that the County Council could improve its return on investments
and adopt more commercial practices.

•

Around half of respondents specified impacts that they felt would arise should the County Council continue with its financial
strategy and approve the proposed options. Almost half of these related to the protected equalities characteristic of age (47%)
– most often the effect on children and young people - with impacts on poverty (33%), disability (30%), and rurality (23%) also
commonly mentioned. The potential environmental impacts were also noted in a third of the comments submitted (34%).

•

The specific nature of the perceived impacts primarily related to reductions in service quality or availability and the personal
financial impacts of increased taxation or charging.

•

Efficiency savings were the most common focus of additional suggestions, incorporating staffing, contractor and Member
costs, process efficiencies and more effective use of building space.

•

The 96 unstructured responses to the consultation – submitted via letter / email or on social media – primarily focussed on the
perceived impacts of the proposals – stating concern about reductions to services and the need to focus on reducing costs
and lobby national Government for additional funding in preference to raising local taxes.
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The County Council’s financial strategy
The County Council’s financial strategy, since 2008, has involved
targeting resources at those who need them the most e.g.
vulnerable children and adults,
planning ahead and securing savings early.

Agreement as to whether the County Council should
continue its current financial strategy (Base: 1897)

Strongly
agree
9%

45% of respondents agreed that the County Council should
continue with its current financial strategy.
This proportion is lower than the level of agreement in the Balancing
the Budget consultations in 2019 (52%) and 2017 (65%).
Respondents who were associated with Hampshire County Council
(officers and Members) were more likely to agree with continuing
the financial strategy (69% and 53% respectively) than
organisations (40%) and residents (44%).
52% of residents aged 16-34 agreed with the financial strategy,
compared to 33% of those aged 75+.

Agree
35%

Strongly
disagree
12%

Don't know
2%

Disagree
20%

Neither agree
nor disagree
22%
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Overview: level of agreement with proposed options
Agreement or disagreement as to whether the County Council should . .
(Base: 1772-1917)

Consider local government reorganisation
Not use reserves
Continue with financial strategy
Increase existing service charges
Introduce new service charges

Reducing/ changing services

20%
42%
33%
41%

47%
49%
Disagreement

63%
48%
45%
45%
41%
36%

The majority of respondents agreed that the County
Council should explore further the possibility of changing
local government arrangements for Hampshire.
No majority view was achieved for any of the other
proposals, but the weight of opinion veered slightly
towards agreement with:
•
•
•

the position that reserves should not be used;
that existing service charges could be raised and;
that the current financial strategy should be continued;

and towards disagreement with:
•
•

introducing new service charges;
reducing or changing services.

Agreement

NB: re-based to exclude don’t know, neither/nor not shown
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Changing local government arrangements in Hampshire
Over six out of ten respondents (63%) felt that the County Council
should explore the possibility of changing local government
arrangements in Hampshire.

Agreement with the need to explore the possibility of changing local
government arrangements in Hampshire (Base: 1915)

Don't know
4%
Strongly
disagree
9%
Disagree
10%

This view has remained consistent over the past four years, as there has
been no notable change in the level of agreement since the possibility
was last considered in 2019 (61%), and little change since 2017 (64%).
Organisations (44%) and democratically elected representatives (43%)
who responded were less likely to agree with this option than local
residents (61%).
Agreement decreases with age. For example, 70% of 16-34 year old
respondents were supportive of change, compared to 65% of 45-54
year olds and 53% of respondents aged 75+

Strongly agree
28%

Neither agree
nor disagree
16%
Agree
33%
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Changing local government arrangements in Hampshire - verbatim
Support for changing local government
arrangements in Hampshire

I think a full local government reorganisation would be by far
the best way of making the long term cost savings and
efficiencies required. But of course it will be the most difficult
to achieve politically and potentially massively disruptive and
costly in the short term

Opposition to, or concerns with changing
local government arrangements in Hampshire

There is little merit in a single tier local government system,
because some administration really does need to be close to
citizens, but services which are provided by both tiers could
be rationalised

…surely the saving of some £40m per year through local
government reorganisation is a 'no-brainer'?

It is vital that if there is any reorganisation that it is done with
minimal bureaucracy - my experience in the health service is
that a fortune is spent re-inventing the wheel

…local government reorganisation is needed to create city
regions, recognising that urban centres and their hinterlands
need to work collaboratively

Combining from a two tier council would not work due to the
geography as well as being able to tailor the service delivery
to the needs of communities

Local government reorganisation seems the sensible option,
albeit benefits will take time to accrue

Reorganising local government structure by eliminating
district councils would have minimal effect. Give more power
to town councils
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Using the County Council’s reserves
Agreement with the option of using the County Council’s reserves (Base: 1917)

The County Council’s current position is that reserves
should not be used as this only provides a temporary fix,
and would mean less resilience to emergent challenges
(such as a pandemic).

48%
42%

Almost half of respondents (48%) felt that the County
Council should not use reserves to plug the budget gap.
Respondents with a long-standing illness, health problem or
disability (49%) and those with annual household incomes
of under £30k (48%) were notably more likely to feel that
reserves should be used, than not (40% and 38%
respectively).

11%

I disagree with the
County Council’s
current position

I agree with the
County Council’s
current position
(to not use reserves)

Don't know
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Using the County Council’s reserves - verbatim
Reserves should not be used

Reserves should be used

Avoid digging into reserves, the last year has shown why
this is critical

Reserves are no good if they are untouchable - protect the most
vulnerable and use some of these reserves to maintain services

We need to improve and develop services in ways which
strengthen public service value, rather than simply cut, charge
or borrow from reserves

Use the reserves - they are supposed to be there for a rainy day.
With Covid etc it does not get any more rainy than this

Reserves are necessary for any future crises

Consider whether the level of reserves is too high, and if so then
use some of them
Use reserves rather than generate income. The income will come
when businesses rates are recouped
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Increasing charges for services
Agreement with the principle of increasing charges for services
(Base: 1901)

Just under half of respondents (45%) were in agreement with the
principle of increasing charges for services. Over four in ten (41%)
felt that charges should not be increased.
Agreement increased in line with respondents’ household income,
being 33% amongst those with an income of under £20k per annum
(compared to 55% disagreement), 47% amongst households
earning £20-£60k and 57% amongst those whose income is over
£60k.
Disagreement outweighed agreement amongst respondents with a
longstanding illness, health problem or disability (48% vs 39%) and
amongst respondents from ethnic minority groups (46% vs 39%).

Don’t know, 1%
Strongly agree, 8%

Agree, 37%

Neither agree nor
disagree, 13%

Disagree, 24%

Strongly
disagree, 17%
Increasing charges
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Introducing new charges for services
Four in ten respondents (41%) agreed with the principle of introducing
new charges for some services that are currently free. However, a higher
proportion (46%) felt that new charges should not be applied.
Agreement again increases in line with respondents’ household income at 35% in households earning up to £20k, 43% in those earning £20k£60k, and 48% in those earning over £60k respectively.
A majority of respondents in the following groups disagreed with the
introduction of new charges:
•
•
•
•
•

Adults’ Heath and Care Service users (51%)
aged over 75 years (51%)
ethnic minorities (52%)
household income of under £20,000 (54%)
has a long term illness, health problem or disability that affects
day to day activities a lot (58%)

Agreement with the principle of introducing new charges for
services (Base: 1901)

Don’t know, 1%
Strongly agree, 7%

Agree, 33%

Neither agree nor
disagree, 12%

Disagree, 22%

Strongly
disagree, 24%

Introducing charges
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Introducing and increasing charges for services - verbatim
Support for charging

If there are charges for services then I have the choice not to
spend on that product which is far better for pensioners
I do not use many of the services provided by the council, however
those I use, I would not mind for the charge of them to increase
The reality is that people have to pay a charge for the services they
use, but this should be based upon their ability to pay
I am…willing to pay more community charge to safeguard
spending on things like cultural services, transport, environment
etc if result is of benefit to all, particularly those who have the least
in life
Charges for local services would impact on me, but I would be
prepared to accept that, in order to avoid reducing services to
vulnerable groups

Opposition to, or concerns with, charging

Charging for vital services are likely to put people off engaging in
them & I would be less likely to visit the local library or public
spaces if I were to be charged for these
As many of us are facing diminishing income, charges for
services will create hardship
Council car parking charges were acceptable when first imposed
but have gradually got out of control year to year which I can see
happening with proposed recycling visits
I think introducing charges to use Recycling Centres will only
increase fly-tipping
I am concerned about the impact of service reduction coupled
with an increase in service charges will have on our household
income and our houshold as a whole
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Reducing and changing services
Agreement with the principle of reducing or changing services (Base: 1914)

Just over one in three respondents (36%) agreed with
the principle of reducing or changing services to help
balance the budget, similar to the proportion in 2019
(37%).
The proportion of respondents who felt that services
should not be changed or reduced was higher, at 49%,
an increase on 2019 (45%).
Opposition to reducing or changing services rose to 53%
amongst users of Adults Health and Care and Children’s
Services, and amongst respondents aged 65 to 74.

Don't know
2%

Strongly
agree
6%

Strongly
disagree
22%

Agree
29%

Neither agree
nor disagree
15%

Disagree
27%
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Reducing and changing services - verbatim
Views on reducing and changing services

Many of the cuts proposed seem to me to be to essential services
and to affect the vulnerable and aged more than the better off
My son is disabled therefore any cuts to social care, health or
education budgets will directly impact our lives. We rely on special
needs schools being well funded so they can fully support our son
at school

Suggestions for reducing and changing services and budgets

Reduce street lighting times, means test school transport, ask
parents to fund lollipop services, help staff to be more effective
and efficient, consider co-location of staff with other agencies
Reduce office buildings and space as COVID has shown that
people can work from home

Cuts to school crossing patrols should be avoided

Reduce customer support demand by making better information
available online

These cuts will affect the most disadvantaged and are unfair on
children

The excellent booking system for recycling centres should stay

If modernisation of library services means using self-service and
volunteers you will lose the valuable resource of library facilities
being community hubs

Get staff to work from home close down some of the buildings.
This will reduce overheads but still allow people to keep their
jobs
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Lobbying central Government for legislative change
There was general agreement with most options for Government lobbying – particularly with regards to requests for additional funding
(87%). However, only limited support for enabling HWRC charging (43%) and a 25% per journey fare for concessionary travel (38%).
Level of agreement with the need to lobby central government (Base: 1908, 1914, 1916, 1911, 1910, 1920, 1915, 1916)

Allowing means testing/ charging for Home to School Transport
Allowing councils to charge £10 for issuing an Older Person’s Bus Pass

15%
18%

Enabling councils to charge residents £1 per visit to use local HWRCs
Permitting councils to charge 25% of the per journey fare for concessionary travel

16%
14%

23%

Updating the 1964 Public Libraries and Museums Act to enable service
4% 7%
modernisation

21%

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

14%

Agree

1%

24%
27%

16%

24%

27%

30%
19%

Strongly disagree

5%

29%

Increased central government grant funding for libraries 4% 9%

26%

35%

21%

23%

3% 3% 7%

35%

7%

31%

Making changes to the charging approach for non-residential social services 5% 10%
Additional funding to deliver social care services for adults and children

7%

14%
19%

2%

10%

56%
33%
38%
Strongly agree

1%
35%
23%

1%
7%

Don't know
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Lobbying central Government for legislative change – demographic variances
Key points of demographic variance relating to lobbying options.
•

Strong opposition (84% disagreement) with lobbying for Home to School Transport charges amongst service users (base 64),
despite 58% agreement from households with children.

•

Respondents’ position on lobbying for a £1 HWRC charge varied in line with household income, with disagreement rising from
46% amongst those earning up over £60k, to 54% amongst those earning up to £20k per annum.

•

Older people (aged 65+) and concessionary travel users seem willing to pay £10 for a bus pass (58% and 53% respectively
agreed with the prospect of lobbying for this). However, they disagreed with lobbying to allow charging 25% of the journey cost of
concessionary travel (57% and 66% respectively), along with 60% of respondents on lower household incomes (under £20k) and
59% of those with a longstanding health issue or disability.

•

80% of library users feel that the County Council should lobby for more funding for the service, with a majority (59%) of nonusers also agreeing.

•

Lobbying for change to the charging approach for non-residential social services saw greater agreement than disagreement
amongst users of services for older people (51% agreed, 17% disagreed) and users of services for Physical Disabilities, Learning
Disabilities, and Mental Health (37% agreed, 27% disagreed).
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Lobbying central Government for legislative change – verbatim
We need legislative change in
order to increase either central
Government funding and / or
County Councils ability to set
its own increases in Council
Tax . Previous restrictions
have had much to do with
ensuring better and more
efficient ways of working and
reducing wasteful and
profligate expenditure . That
has now largely run its course
Lobbying govt for reform of Council
Tax, Business Rates and Social care
is very important, otherwise nothing
will improve and in 2 years time you
will be making cuts again

The real problem which is not within the
power of the County council is the basis
for the taxation system and you should be
lobbying for a root and branch revision of
the basis of the Council tax valuations
The ideology and central
government decrees
demanding these cuts need to
be challenged.

I think you should lobby central
government for increased funding but no,
I do not want you to ask for change to the
Public libraries act as it is our last
protection against those who do not value
these services and do not care about the
impact on people who need them

Lobby government for
change on legislation
on making profit where
acceptable in asset
sales and investment

I am pleased to see an intention to lobby Government to
increase funding for library services

Lobby the government to
replace the retail rates
system with a local tax on at
the point of delivery of
goods based on the USA
state tax model
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Council Tax
A slight majority of respondents preferred that the County
Council raise Council Tax by less than 3.99%.
There was limited support for a rise in Council Tax that
exceeds the levels set by national Government.
Preferred approaches to raising Council Tax (Base: 1844, 1815, 1809)

Less than 3.99%

By 3.99%

By more than 3.99%

52%

34%

17% 14%

21%

27%

64%

69%

2%

There is a clear trend that households in lower Council Tax
bands want smaller rises, whereas higher band households
were more likely to support bigger rises.
Most preferred approaches to raising Council Tax, by Council Tax band

Band A (Base: 40)

60%

Band B (Base: 135)

58%

Band C (Base: 247)

First choice

Second choice

Third choice

49%

Band E (Base: 258)

47%

Band F (Base: 161)

47%

Less than 3.99%

27%

55%

Band D (Base: 520)

Band G or H (Base: 138)

28%

30%
33%
34%
41%

39%

36%

By 3.99%

13%
15%
15%
18%
19%
12%
25%

By more than 3.99%
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Council Tax - comments
Opposition to, or concerns about, increasing Council Tax

Support for increasing Council Tax

Increase council tax. If
central government
continues to deny you
funds you must raise them
yourself

Council tax should be
increased to maintain the
current level of services
Increase council tax
charges, especially for high
earners

Suggestions regarding Council Tax

Increase council tax for
empty homes and second
homes

…make council tax a
proportional tax based on
the value of the property

Please get central government to fix this
disportionate Council tax system

Increasing council tax on
families that already have
low income will have a
massive impact on them
Cut services
and reduce
council tax
An increase in Council
Tax would have a big
impact on my monthly
disposable income as
my wages have not
increased in years

You cannot keep increasing
council tax. It is not the
answer. Whilst people
understand the need to
balance the books, they
cannot afford their bills as it is
and a price rise is not helpful
I moved to Hampshire
because the council tax
was relatively low. However
the last few years it has
increased and it is no
longer as attractive for me
to live here
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Suggestions for generating additional income
Suggestions for income
generation most
commonly related to
charges that the County
Council could apply.
There was also frequent
mention of changes to
how Council Tax is
collected, delivering
efficiencies in Council
services, ways that the
Council could save costs
to its operational budget,
and the suggestion that
returns on investments
could be improved.

Suggestions as to how the County Council could generate additional income
(Quantified verbatim. Base: 200 randomly selected comments from 774 submitted. Multicode.)
Charges
Council Tax
Efficiencies
Cost savings
Maximise return on investments
Lobby central government
Commercial behaviour
Use of assets
Fines
Opposition to income generation
Maintain HWRCs to reduce fly-tipping
Share services with other organisations
Means testing service provision
Using reserves
Collect donations
Lobby central government to allow councils to generate profits
Devolve responsibilities to other councils
Bring essential services back in-house
Equity release scheme for older residents using social care
Include private sector as service partners
Merge Councils
Reduce carbon footprint
Reduce wastage
Greater use of volunteers
Not applicable
None

16%
14%
14%
8%

20%

11%
10%

Suggestions
included charging
for service use
(19%), charges for
non-Hampshire
residents (7%), and
increasing parking
charges (6%)

5%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%

14% mentioned
reducing staff costs, 1%
mentioned reducing
back office costs and
1% mentioned reducing
costs of the County
Council estate

26%

12% mentioned
changes to
statutory
services, and
9% suggested
discretionary
services

10% suggested
increasing Council
Tax, 7% mentioned
taxes based on
wealth or home
value, and 2%
mentioned
generating more tax
at a national level
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Suggestions for generating additional income - verbatim
If someone is looking to build / extend
a house, etc, they should pay for any
council officer time involved
Allowing bordering council
residents to use services such as
recycling centre, libraries etc but
for a small charge
Reduce the provision of playing
fields linked to country villages
and sell off for development
Increase prices at
catering outlets run
by the council

Small increases in the cost for
parking at HCC owned parks.
There will be a higher number of
visitors to local attractions this year
due to the pandemic
Charge more for
late returns and
reservations as
well as for courses
run by libraries

Reduce compensation given to
motorists who damage their
vehicles on potholes by improving
the conditions of the roads

Introduce a tourist tax to
pay for all types of
infrastructure. £1 per
person per overnight stay
Change law to allow a fee
to be charged on
landowners who sit on
land without developing it

Increase parking
charges for non
residents

Extend the Romsey Piazza
to include more stalls and
receive an income from
selling pitches

Make short breaks means
tested, anyone who can pay
should pay towards them
Charge for
cars to enter
town centres
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Preferred options
Budget options ranked by order of preference (Base: 1772 to 1837)

Generating additional income

70%

Lobbying central Government for
legislative change

69%

Changing local government
arrangements in Hampshire
Increasing Council Tax

42%

18%
13%
16%

38%

12%

Introducing and increasing
charges for some services

36%

17%

Using the County Council’s
reserves

36%

Reducing and changing services

12% 12%

Ranked 1st, 2nd or 3rd

Ranked 4th

12%
19%

42%
50%
47%

12%

On balance, respondents preferred the
County Council to generate additional income
or to lobby central Government for legislative
change.
Changing or reducing existing services was
most frequently in the three least preferred
options selected.

51%
76%
Ranked 5th, 6th or 7th
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Perceived impacts of the proposed options
Perceptions of which service areas the proposed options
could impact (Base: 886. Multicode.)

Economy, Transport and
Environment

57%

Adults' Health and Care

41%

Culture, Communities and
Business Services

39%

Children's Services

38%

Corporate Services

None of these

Don't know

12%

2%

7%

Most respondents
anticipated impacts in
relation to ETE services
(57%), with around 40%
mentioning impacts
relating to AHC, CSD,
and CCBS services
Impacts on people based
on their age were most
commonly anticipated
(47%), with impacts also
frequently anticipated in
relation to the
environment (34%),
poverty (33%), disability
(30%) and rurality (23%)

Perceptions of which specific groups the proposed options
could impact (Base: 886. Multicode.)

Age

47%

Environmental impact

34%

Poverty

33%

Disability

30%

Rurality
Pregnancy / maternity
Race

23%
7%
5%

Sex

4%

Sexual orientation

4%

Gender reassignment

3%

Marriage / civil partnership

3%

Religion or belief

3%

Don't know
None of these

5%
26%
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Perceived impacts of proposed changes
The majority of comments related to reductions in service
quality or availability, most specifically:
• School crossing patrols (15%)
• Transport services (13%)
• Waste services (including HWRCS) (12%)
Perceived financial impacts of the proposed budget
measures, included:
• Impacts of increases in Council Tax (25%)
• Impacts of increases in charges (13%)
• Anticipated reduction in disposable income (13%)
The most frequently identified groups that could be
impacted by proposed changes were:
• Children and young people (20%)
• Less affluent people and households (10%)
• Families (7%)
• Older people (7%)
• Communities (including rural areas) (7%)

Perceived impacts of the proposed options
(Quantified verbatim. Base: 200 randomly selected comments from 985 submitted. Multicode.)

Poorer services

55%

Financial impacts

45%

Impacts on specific groups

44%

Increased costs / demand in longer term

12%

Impact on environment / fly tipping

12%

Safety impacts
Impacts on access to services

10%
5%

Impacts on those affected by COVID

3%

Improved services

2%

Increased death / morbidity

2%

Need of support

2%

Councils may become unviable

2%

Impact on local economy

2%

Impacts would be long term

1%

More impact analysis needed

1%

Career impacts

1%

Loss of democratic input

1%

Not applicable

5%
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Perceived impacts of proposed changes - verbatim
My children get a bus to
secondary school as there is
no footpath. If this was to be
As a pensioner with a
means based we would not
be eligible for free transport disabled son the loss or
reduction of services
and increased charges
would have a
Charging for or reducing
detrimental effect on us
recycling / tip services will
increase fly tipping which
already is a problem
Our local school relies

Reductions in School Crossing
Patrol will mean I cannot allow my
children to walk to school alone
due to safety concerns and thus
will have to rely on a private car
Decreased opportunities for
our young children. The result
of which will be more chance
they will require support from
the council, costing the council
more money in the long term
If council tax is raised
above inflation my
disposable income
will decrease

A reduction in
social care
provision for
mental health
services would
be a disaster

heavily on road crossing
patrols, a reduction in this
provision would potentially
be dangerous for children
and families

Rural areas are isolated
communities and additional
charges will impact people
especially the young and old
Low income households
(particularly renters)
cannot afford a council
tax increase. You will push
them out of the area

I don’t drive so bus services
are essential. I currently
have a concessionary bus
pass and if travel charges
go up, being on state
pension I will have to cut the
number of times I travel
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Further comments and suggestions
General comments and suggestions on how the Council could balance its budget
(Quantified verbatim. Base: 200 randomly selected comments from 465 submitted. Multicode.)

Comments submitted per service area
(Base: 817. Multicode.)

General comments
Adults' Health and Care
Children's Services
Corporate Services
Culture, Communities
and Business Services
Economy, Transport and
Environment

59%
37%
38%
28%
33%
45%

Efficiencies
Supportive of options for change
Review financial management approach
Opposes options for change
Introduce means testing
Environmentally friendly approach
Work more closely with partners / volunteers
Comment about the consultation process
Invest in services
Encouraging economic growth/ prosperity
Give responsibility to lower tier councils
Salary and pensions
Reform business rates / charges
Review policy / service delivery
Consider cost as well as benefit of change
Ensuring prompt payment of taxes / charges
Not possible to make savings
Other
Not applicable

39%
32%
8%
8%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
4%
7%

General comments most frequently
related to efficiencies (39%), including
mention of:
•
Reducing staffing costs (18%)
•
Streamlining processes (10%)
•
Reducing costs of buildings (7%)
Around one third (32%) of comments
mentioned support for proposals put
forward, most notably:
•
Lobbying for legislative change
(15%)
•
Increasing Council Tax (8%)
•
Local Government review (6%)

Verbatim comments
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Suggestions as to how the County Council could make efficiencies
There should be, as with all public
sector, massive savings to be made
by cutting ineffective middle
management, non-performing
contracts where the private sector
are making too high a profit from
underperforming services.
Reduce building and office space saving on potential rent, energy
bills etc, by offering home working.
Review salary structures across
Reduce the number of staff
the board. Benchmark pay,
employed through agencies, and
remuneration, paid leave (all
look to increase staff retention,
types), redundancy, pensions
therefore reducing turnover costs.
and compensatory agreements/
Reduce printing to the absolute
personal settlements at all
bare minimum. Reduce/get rid of
levels against the private sector
that fleet of mini coopers sat behind
and see if savings can be
the archives building.
made.
It is imperative that HCC is
seen to be successfully driving
internal efficiencies ahead of
any service cuts or charges

Centralise some of your
corporate services and/or
share these with boroughlevel authorities.
Listen to the people who
are trying to access
services. There is a lot of
wasted money because
services aren’t used
efficiently.

Review whole services eg
foster child plus home-toschool transport plus. Review
interaction/duplication. Make
'whole’ changes rather than
tinkering around edges.
Pay freeze for elected
officials Absolute reduction
in expenses elected
officials can claim

This is quite specific, but Hampshire County Council
currently spend £155,000 per year on ESRI GIS software. . .
there are many GIS suppliers who offer similar, if not better,
services for Local Government that charge much less.

Verbatim comments
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Unstructured responses to the consultation

The County Council received 44 unstructured responses to the consultation via email or letter. This consisted of: 30 from members of the public, ten from
organisations, two from local authorities, one from a local political party, and one from a charity.
35 responses mentioned perceived impacts of the proposed changes, most notably highlighting impacts on younger people, as shown below:
25

Unstructured
comments relating
to the impacts of
the proposals

13 12 11 11
10 9
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
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Unstructured responses to the consultation (Cont’d)
37 unstructured responses mentioned concern
about reductions to services, shown below.
Physical / mental health
School crossing patrols
Transport
Support for homeless
Waste
Education
Grant funding
Child respite
Adult social care
Child social care
Community safety
Libraries
School transport
Social inclusion services
Highways

17
15
8
6
6
5
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1

17 unstructured responses suggested ways to help balance the budget, shown below.
Lobby central government for more funding
Identify savings via stakeholder engagement
More investment to handle increasing demand
Nedds-based review of savings / efficiencies
Increase income generation measures
Invest in more efficient public transport
Joint working with organisations to reduce costs
Investment in new technologies
Investment in preventative strategies
Less 'digitisation'
Less privatisation

5

7

4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

There was one mention of each of the following, suggesting that the Council: charge parish councils for services;
engage with employees; generate more income from Hampshire Outdoor Centres; greater reliance on local
suppliers; increase charges for businesses; invest in road safety measures; invest in social exclusion services
(including support for homeless); investment in libraries; investment in VCS to help manage service demand;
investment to connect rural communities; more efficient invoicing; more transparency on spending; reduce
administrative costs; reduce consultancy costs; reduce Councillor allowances; reduce greenery scheme costs;
reduce management salaries; reduce school travel; reduce staff costs; reduced number of providers for efficient
contracts; sell property assets; and stop Active Travel schemes.

Unstructured Responses
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Responses to the consultation made on social media
Comments made on social media relating to: (Base: 52 valid comments)

The County Council promoted
the consultation on social
media channels during the
consultation period.
52 comments were posted in
response to this promotion.
Some of these provided views
and feedback on the
consultation proposals
The themes that were raised
are shown to the right.

Disagreement with council tax increases

11

Reduce staff / staffing costs

11

Cut spending on non-statutory service provision

5

Shortfall is down to bad management

5

Political statement against central government

2

Satutory services should be more efficient

2

Young people require support

2

Consultations should be promoted more prominently

1

Invest money saved during pandemic

1

Lobby central government for more funds

1

Sell assets

1

Unstructured Responses
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Methodology and demographics
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About this report
This report summarises the main findings from the 2021 Balancing the Budget public consultation. Notable demographic
variances from the average response are also highlighted, with further information available in the supporting data pack and
tables.
As this was an open consultation the respondents do not provide a representative sample of the Hampshire population. All
consultation questions were optional and the analyses only take into account actual responses – where ‘no response’ was
provided to a question, this was not included in the analysis. As such, the totals for each question generally add up to less than
the total number of respondents who replied via the consultation Response Form. In most cases, reported data has been re-based
to exclude ‘don’t know’ responses to facilitate demographic comparisons.
Respondents could disclose if they were responding as an individual, providing the official response of an organisation, group or
business or if they were responding as a democratically elected representative. Given the relatively low number of organisations /
democratically elected representatives that responded, the usefulness of percentages in quantifying their views is limited.
However, analysis has been completed by ‘respondent type’, using indicative percentages for each closed question in order to
help illustrate any contrast between their views and those of individuals – recognising that organisations / Democratically Elected
Representatives provide both an ‘expert’ view and speak on behalf of a larger audience.
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A note on verbatim coding
All of the comments and unstructured responses received through the consultation were shared directly with
departments for full review, in order to inform the ongoing development of further proposals to balance the
Council’s budget, and associated Equality Impact Assessments.
Additionally, consultation codeframes were created using an inductive approach* from a random sample of 200
replies per general open-ended question received across the course of the consultation, in order to understand
key themes arising.
Unstructured responses and social media comments, which were small in number, were coded in full.
The codeframes aimed to draw out the key themes and messages from the comments covered, including any:
• specific groups to which they related;
• impacts that they mentioned;
• suggestions for how the Council could ensure a balanced budget; and
• feedback on the consultation process.
One individual worked on each codeframe to ensure a consistency of approach for each.
*This means that the themes were developed from the responses themselves, not predetermined based on expectations, to avoid any bias in the analysis of these responses.
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Communications
The consultation was promoted through a range of channels, including:
Promotion and advertising on social media and websites

In public buildings

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Next Door, and Google Direct

Libraries

GP surgeries

Direct communications to a range of stakeholders and gatekeepers for response and onward dissemination

Schools

Parish and
district councils

Voluntary and
Community Sector
organisations

Service
providers

Media
releases to
local press

Your Hampshire
and Hampshire
Perspectives groups
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How respondents heard about the consultation
How respondents heard about the consultation: (Base: 1886)
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Likely owing to the pandemic, there were
relatively few responses generated by
promotion in libraries and other public
spaces.
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Most respondents heard about the
consultation either via correspondence
(644) or social media (516). This reflects
promotional work to raise awareness of
the consultation via a targeted advertising
campaign, including communications work
using Your Hampshire and Hampshire
Perspectives.
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Respondent age and gender profiles
A slight over-representation of female respondents when compared to the Hampshire population.
Respondents aged between 35-64 were over-represented, whilst younger age groups were under represented (16-24).
Which of the following best describes your gender? (Base: 1700,
excludes 'prefer not to say', ONS data only includes 'Female' and
'Male' categories)

Age (Base: 1743, excludes 'prefer not to say')
Consultation reponses
Hampshire population (2021 ONS forecast)

Consultation reponses
Hampshire population (2021 ONS forecast)

Under 16
54%

Female

51%
46%

Male

49%

16 to 24

18%
1%

9%
10%
11%

25 to 34
35 to 44

12%

45 to 54

14%

55 to 64

14%

65 to 74
Prefer to self-describe

0.4%

11%

21%
21%
19%

6%
8%

75 to 84
85 or over 1%

21%

4%

Respondent demographics
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Respondent ethnic and disability profiles
The respondent profile was slightly oriented towards the white ethnic population when compared to the ethnic profile
for Hampshire. 17% of respondents reported that they had a long-term disability that limited their day to day activities.
Ethnic category (Base: 1342, excludes responses that did not provide sufficient
ethnicity data)
Consultation responses

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or
disability which has lasted, or is expected to last at least 12 months?
(Base: 1806)

Hampshire population (2011 Census)

Yes, a little

12%

92%
White English, Welsh, Scottish, Northern
Irish, British
89%

Yes, a lot

6%

77%

No
8%
Any other ethnic group
11%

Prefer not to say

6%

Respondent demographics
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Location of respondents
The consultation heard from respondents from across the
county, and some outside the County Council area. The
map shows the distribution of responses by postcode
district, and the table below shows the ten postcode districts
with the highest number of responses:
Postcode district

Area

Number of responses

SO22

Winchester

65

SO50

Eastleigh

56

SO51

Romsey

54

SO23

Winchester

49

SO31

Lowford/Hamble

48

GU14

Farnborough

46

SO45

New Forest (East)

45

GU51

Fleet

43

SO30

Hedge End

41

SO24

Alresford

40

Map showing the geographical distribution of respondents,
Base: 1,404 responses which provided postcode district data

1 response

65 responses
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Mosaic 7 group profile
Mosaic 7 Groups at postcode level (Base: 1084 responses that provided valid full postcodes)

Mosaic Group B (Prestige positions) was
heavily overrepresented in the consultation
responses, with 26% of postcodes provided
falling into this category, compared with 5% of
postcodes in the Hampshire profile. This Group,
as the name suggests, is described as having
high incomes, living in large houses in desirable
neighourhoods, and professional roles.
In contrast, less affluent Groups are under
represented in the consultation responses,
particularly Group L (Vintage Value), which is
characterised as being composed of retired
people aged over sixty-five who live, commonly
alone, in modestly sized accommodation.

Consultation reponses

Hampshire profile

1%
A: City Prosperity 0.1%
B: Prestige Positions

26%

5%

C: Country Living
D: Rural Reality

2%

7.6%

4%
4%

E: Senior Security
F: Suburban Stability

6%

10%

8%
8%

G: Domestic Success

14%

H: Aspiring Homemakers
4%

I: Family Basics
J: Transient Renters

2%

K: Municipal Tenants

0.6%
2%
2%

L: Vintage Value
M: Modest Traditions
N: Urban Cohesion
O: Rental Hubs

16%

12%

19%

9%

4%

10%

1%

5%

0.9%
2%
4%

13%
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